June 2021

2021 Naonals— Racing: July 8 - 10, 2021
NEW LOCATION: Grand Rapids Yacht Club

ebel Rabble
Hip-Hip Hooray! It is oﬃcial, the 2021 Rebel Naonals are happening despite COVID! That said, there are SIGNIFICANT CHANGES in the
venue and the event dates. But rest assured that COVID protocols will
be followed for the event. Please read the arcle beginning on page 2
and the informaon following the arcle for details of the 2021 Rebel
Naonals. And more importantly, get ready to dust oﬀ your boats and
start sailing again in 2021!

In this edion:
- 2021 Rebel Naonals moved to GRYC (page 2)
- 2021 Rebel Naonals Schedule and NOR (page 3 - 6)
- 2021 Rebel Naonals Entry Form (page 7)
- Dues Noce informaon (page 9)
- “Wired” — By Double-Nickels (pages 10 - 14)
- Rebel Spring Meeng minutes (pages 15 - 16)
- For Sale Informaon (page 18)
- Associaon informaon (page 19)
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(Thurs—Sat)

E. Grand Rapids, MI

Se1ng the stage for the Rebel Class Annual Spring Meeng (held Saturday
5/8/21), the previously scheduled venue of Greenwood Lake, New Jersey had already declined the 2021 Naonal event due to connuing COVID issues. Meanwhile
GRYC had generously oﬀered to host an alternate event, and the decision was
unanimous to support Grand Rapids to holding a rega<a on July 8-10.
As discussions o=en go, thus ended the unanimous poron of the meeng.
The discussion from that point raised several concerns about the date change and
the understanding that some outside of Michigan may not be able to a<end either
due to previous schedule commitments or COVID. Several viewpoints were shared
as to whether the consider the GRYC event as the “2021 Naonals” being at the
center of the concerns. A=er much discussion the decision was not unanimous (but
made by consensus) that the July GRYC event will in fact be called the “2021 Rebel
Naonals”.
This new July event being the “2021 Rebel Naonals” is more than just a tle. With hosng the Naonals comes addional responsibilies for boat and/or
sail measuring, as well as hosng key events such as the annual membership
meeng. Therefore these items were also discussed. Some diﬀerences in measuring will be ulized as the sail measuring “jigs” are in New Jersey, but these jigs are
not “required”, these just make aspects of measuring easier. Therefore the protocols of the Rebel Naonals will be followed, new sails (1st me a sail is used at a
Na onals) will be measured, the membership meeng will occur, etc.
All of this said, those in a<endance can also expect COVID protocols to be
followed, any refreshments and food will likely be pre-packaged and/or individually
packaged, mask wearing as appropriate, etc. The NRCA strongly encourages those
in a<endance to receive the COVID vaccinaon prior to the event; however all must
understand that the vaccinaon is not an “enforceable” requirement, it is simply a
recommendaon toward people’s connued safety.
We hope to see as many in a<endance as possible. Please save the date, and
get your boats ready to trailer to E. Grand Rapids, Michigan!!!
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2021 (and 2020) Dues Noces:
As a reminder, a noce will be received for 2021 dues. Some that joined recently may
receive their 1st noce since becoming a new Rebel owner as the NRCA gives each and
every new boat owner a 1 year membership free which includes the Rebel Rabble. The
dues remain the same for 2021; $30 for the Acve Membership, $15 for the Associate
Membership. As an addional reminder, 2021 dues are “due” at the Naonals if parcipang in the Naonals.
Regarding 2020, the dues noce received may include a noce for 2020 dues unpaid.
This said, it is widely understood that signiﬁcant hardships have been incurred by many
with respect to being out of work, or being able to work only part me due to the COVID
pandemic. Therefore, if members receive a past due noce for 2020… The NRCA is leaving
it to the individual to determine whether they are able and/or willing to submit the 2020
dues. The Rebel Class knows each case is diﬀerent and therefore will defer to each member’s generosity regarding 2020 dues.

Sincerely,
The NRCA Board of Directors
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“Wired” – By Double-Nickels

The jib wire, or in days past it may have been referenced as the
downhaul. These days some call it the up-haul. Regardless of the direcon of pull (up or down) the jib wire has the primary funcon of se1ng
and/or stabilizing the entry of air to the jib. Everyone agrees if the jib
wire is too slack, that is a problem. But there are some diﬀering opinions of how ght the jib wire should be, so let’s discuss the pros and
cons of jib wire tension and what these look like. From there we’ll talk
about general applicaon.
We’ll begin with the point of agreement. If the jib wire is set too
so=, the front of the jib will be “scalloped” and not a smooth straight
line. This makes the jib diﬃcult to read with respect to following wind
shi=s and it is not an eﬃcient use of the sail area. Sails in eﬀect are like
an airplane wing, so a straight line entry presents the most sail area
and therefore the best eﬃciency. So then the queson becomes how
ght is too ght for the jib wire? This is where opinions vary slightly
and there is a bit of personal preference involved as well. But let us all
be on the same page that the jib wire tension we refer to is set upwind,
and that we are se1ng/adjusng the wire under load, close-hulled. Also let us agree that the jib cloth (a<ached to the bo<om of the jib)
should start mildly slack but not too slack such that it is not confusing
or inﬂuencing the se1ng of the wire tension. We’ll discuss the jib cloth
more a li<le bit later.
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Our general rule of thumb for the jib wire is the jib wire tension
should be set such that the jib wire follows the same line as the forestay,
or in essence is parallel to the forestay. Steer on the wind close-hulled and
pull the jib wire tension unl it is parallel with the forestay, not sagging
from the forestay. For most, this is the se1ng desired. This tension is
greatly inﬂuenced by the wind velocity; in light air it is easy to pull the wire
overly ght, in heavy air o=en it is a signiﬁcant eﬀort depending on the jib
wire rao (block and tackle, etc.) to pull the jib wire ght enough. At this
point, assuming the jib wire is parallel with the forestay, we have a smooth
entry of the wind into the sail, maximum sail area, and we have not disturbed the mast posion at all as the mast rake (angle the mast leans
back) is sll achieved with the se1ng of the forestay. This is the normal/
tradional setup, but some have a preference for the jib wire to be a li<le
ghter yet.
Some tend to pull the jib wire unl the forestay is just a li<le bit
slack, the forestay will appear to “scallop” slightly. The theory being the jib
entry is always straight/ﬂat because it is the point of tension. In choppy
condions some feel that carrying the load on the jib wire helps stabilize
the jib entry. The down side of this method is that now we have actually
changed the rake of the mast slightly, which may be a li<le too much (not
enough rake) if not careful. But the primary issue is that now the enre
load is no longer on the forestay, the enre load is now on the jib wire system. You may note that the forestay is a heavier type of cable, and it is
larger and much stronger (and sﬀer) than the jib wire. So if your desire is
to carry the load on the jib wire, you need to ensure that your wire system
is capable of carrying that load.
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Many people over the years have unintenonally broken their jib wire setups in heavy air, everything from block and tackle failure (rope or wire
breaking, or a point of a<achment failure) to the jib wire actually pulling
through the Nico press ﬁ1ng on the jib itself. Again, this is a bit of a preference, so if this is your preference you should ensure that your jib wire system is built to take the load…. Heavier jib luﬀ wire w/ extra Nico press
ﬁ1ngs on the jib wire itself, and extra rivets and/or bolts in the jib wire
tackle mounng points may be appropriate measures to consider in avoiding breakdowns.
In general operaon, the jib wire tension is set ﬁrst (before the jib
cloth is tensioned) with the boat moving upwind, trimmed close-hulled…
And ideally is “set” before the race begins. Once the jib wire tension is
where the skipper desires, then the jib cloth is pulled/tensioned just to the
point that any wrinkles in the sail entry disappear. Any addional cloth tension past removing the wrinkles on the jib can begin to ﬂa<en the jib entry,
which is not desirable typically. The sail entry should be smooth, the wire
should be se1ng the lead edge and the cloth should not be carrying any
load, it should only remove the wrinkles. Like the wire tension, the cloth
tension is also greatly aﬀected by the wind velocity. In light air there should
be almost no tension on it, but in heavier air it will take a li<le bit more pull
(not a lot) to remove the wrinkles.
All of this is primarily for the upwind sailing, so what happens on the
downwind and/or mark roundings? In general, very li<le. The jib wire will
not need any adjustment typically, because in the downwind the mast will
lean forward and both the jib wire and forestay will appear slack… so pulling
on the jib wire is irrelevant. (Note: if the forestay/jib are enrely too slack all
the me on downwind legs, the ﬁx is o=en to tension the side-stays just a
li<le more so the mast does not lean too far forward). So… If we don’t mess
with the jib wire on the downwind,
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it should be “good” for the next upwind and not need signiﬁcant adjustment, if any, when we make the leeward mark rounding. Conversely the jib
cloth will likely need to be loosened slightly at the beginning of the downwind a=er the whisker pole is set, parcularly in medium to light air. We
want the jib to have maximum eﬃciency so the cloth might be pulling the
front of the jib a li<le when we let the jib out to the side (wing and wing).
Don’t just release the cloth totally, but ease it oﬀ unl the jib front shape is
ﬂat and then cleat it. When preparing for the upwind, the jib cloth tension
will need to be restored (ghtened), but don’t just pull it ght, watch the
front of the jib on the upwind and just remove the wrinkles. Again, too
much jib cloth ﬂa<ens the entry of the jib rather than allowing the cut/
shape of the jib to dictate the entry.

Wired—concluded
We trust this informaon and discussion has been helpful. Again, jib
wire tension is a li<le bit of a preference, but there are the praccal issues
as well regarding the loading of the system. While not a system that we can
totally “set and forget” it should not occupy too much of our a<enons
while racing. Much of the wire adjustment should be applied before the race
starts, and only the jib cloth tension is typically adjusted in the race when
transioning from upwind to downwind or vice versa, unless wind velocity
changes signiﬁcantly. For the most part, these se1ngs should be reevaluated between races simply by easing both the wire and cloth and retension the wire, then the re-tension cloth appropriately for the next race.
Happy Sailing!

Jib wire tension for about 90% of the me is set prior to the race
start and really not adjusted signiﬁcantly therea=er unless the wind velocity
changes signiﬁcantly. Most people recognize as the wind velocity increases
that the wire tension (and cloth) may need to be ghter, because we see
the sail sagging away from the forestay, it seems obvious. Where more of us
struggle is with the declining wind condions. We don’t recognize as quickly that the forestay is slack or scalloping a bit and that we should ease oﬀ
the jib tensions. And then people o=en ease the wire but forget about easing the jib cloth. As winds become lighter the over-tensioning of these
items, parcularly the jib cloth, may reduce sail eﬃciency even more noceably. So we need to ease/adjust both of these controls for the new condions to power up the boat as much as possible when the winds lighten
up.
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2457 E. Judd St.
Burton, MI 48529
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Phone: (810) 730-7138
www.windrider.com
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Vermont Sailing Partners
YOUR Partner in Rebel Sailing

For Sale —

See website for addi onal details and pictures:
(hp://www.rebelsailor.com/BoatPart.html)

"Championship sails for YOUR Rebel that are proudly made in the USA"
Contact Bill Fastiggi ~ 802-655-7245 ~ Bill@vtsailing.com

Visit us on line at www.vtsailing.com
Vermont Sailing Partners ~ 150 West Canal Street ~ Winooski, VT 05404

My brother and I need to sell Minnie. Her number is #1562 a Ray Greene, mid
1950's, and not as rough as many others I've seen purchased over the years. Her sails
are perfect. The trailer is a LONG. The mast had been kept indoors over the years, but
she does need sanding and paint. Floor boards are gone. Boat and trailer $750.
Lori and Tom Ridington (Morgan's kids)

Advertising Rates

757-709-3426

Includes Internet Listing
Issues
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4

270.

340.

Boat is still in Melfa VA. Chesapeake Bay area

Cost
Full Page

$100.00 190.

Half Page

50.00

90.

135.

170.

1/4 Page

25.00

47.

67.5

85.

1/8 Page

15.00

28.

40.5

51.

Business Cards Ads for NRCA members will be
placed in four issues at a cost of $25.00. All Rebel boat
owners may advertise to sell their boats, boat parts, and
sails at no cost. Other items for sale by NRCA members
is $0.15 per word.
Advertisements are solicited for placement according to
the rates published in the Rabble. Ads for boats, parts,
and sails will be text only in the Rabble but photos are
welcome on the internet.
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OSD It’s a thing!
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